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(2018-2019) Committee Meetings
Date

Time

Mon 10/22/18

12 Noon

Mon 11/19/18

12 Noon

Mon 01/28/19

12 Noon

Mon 02/25/19

12 Noon

Mon 03/25/19

12 Noon

Mon 04/22/19

12 Noon

Annual Report

Place
4100 SNB (426 N. Ingalls @
Kingsley)
4100 SNB (426 N. Ingalls @
Kingsley)
2000 SNB (426 N. Ingalls @
Kingsley)
2000 SNB (426 N. Ingalls @
Kingsley)
2000 SNB (426 N. Ingalls @
Kingsley)
2000 SNB (426 N. Ingalls @
Kingsley)
(completed) May 10, 2019

Notes

Organization and open discussion,
Sol Bermann, UM Privacy Officer,
Interim U-M CISO
Ravi Pendse, VP for IT and CIO
Brock Palen, Director of ARC-TS Great
Lakes supercomputing cluster, DataDen
Sharon Kardia, SPH Coursera MPH
program
Discuss online programs, Senate
Assembly Voting Proposals, UMich ICT
services table
AI (James Hilton or James DeVaney)declined to participate

Majority of the committee members participated in the monthly ITC meetings, asynchronous
communications, and collaborative interactions.
Committee Charge
As the voice of faculty, the ITC shall advise and consult on policy, procedures, and issues related to
the broad range of University IT activities. The committee's advice shall be sought and given in a
timely manner so that the advice could affect the decision-making outcome. Broadly explore the
University IT needs, barriers, successes, and opportunities. Write annual report to SACUA. Invite
guests from diverse units, schools, institutes, setting, ranks (faculty, students, staff), etc. that may
have unmet IT needs, provide powerful IT services, or have visionary ideas for improving the IT
infrastructure on campus.
ITC Advisory to
Dr. Ravi Pendse, Vice President for Information Technology and CIO, and SACUA/Faculty Senate.
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Information, Feedback and Lessons Learnt
•

ITC members agree that “Cyber Hygiene” is important for the institution and all UM members, and we
need to be aware and proactive to protect electronic accounts. Examples of explicit concerns included
Extortion emails, SPAM, Phishing, Spoofing, etc. All UM members should be aware that password
reset requests are common in scam messages set by outside the university servers. Such retrieved
passwords may be available to attackers on the Dark Web. By January 2019, all UM members (all 3
campuses) should utilize two-factor (DUO) authentication. Duo offers several options: Digital tokenizer,
YubiKey, Smart phones, land-line phones, etc.

•

UM ITS/HITS: New VP-IT/CIO, Dr. Pendse, is meeting with all stakeholders (faculty, staff, students and
community partners). He is concerned with morale, in the wake of senior ITS turn-overs. He asked
“Where is the Data that needs handling, protection and analysis?” and wants to enable and empower the
data, streamline “Who has access to the data?”, and democratize data, based on secure haring protocols.
Some new CIO initiatives include:
o ITS put up a new service for faculty to check account balances:
https://maizelink.umich.edu/task/all/faculty-account-balance-report.
o Service Excellence – change “reactive” model to “proactive” services and consider the UM
community and ITS as “partners”. Put new procedures in place to quickly respond to faculty ITS
needs. Reported faculty ITS resolutions sped up from 2 days to 6-minutes (in general).
o Research Computing: Wants to build “frictionless” access to research computing resources. Freeaccess vs. pay-for-service … Reduce complexity of access to HPC. GreatLakes HPC Cluster was
supposed to be operational by April 2019, however, it does not seem to be in place as of May
2019 (https://arc.umich.edu/news/great-lakes-announce/).
Storage: Basic=free, Premium=paid. The discussion also included “How to share UMHS data?”, cf.
Andrew Rosenberg UMHS CIO, to test various technologies, e.g., DataSifter. How are ITS and HITS
services synergized? There was a report of a recent hard-landing handoff (ITSàHITS) that did not
go well. Learning Analytics Data – how to share/access/use? Education Data warehouse (student
data is FERPA sensitive).

•

Distance Learning: Dr. Sharon Kardia, director of SPH MPH Online degree program (starting Fall’19)
presented the opportunities, challenges, and approached to design, implement and deliver online
degree programs. There is no uniform UM “Digital Asset Management System” DAMS, which is critical
in developing, supporting, and updating online/virtual education/training programs (from certificates, to
micro-degrees, and degree programs). This is identified as an ICT infrastructure problem at UM. ICT
infrastructure necessary to support ODP/MOOC/Online instruction includes:
o Synchronous and asynchronous communication, video, chat, discussion forums
o Storage for datasets, case-studies, lecture notes, learning materials, and other instructional
resources
o Code, scripts, protocols, pipeline workflows, etc.
o Computational sandbox for students to experiment/play with exemplary code/data/simulations.
o Direct integration with course gradebook
o Assignments (grading assistant?), project submission, evaluation, peer-assessment capability
o Jupyter or RStudio (Python or R/Rmd) Notebooks
o Other online content, EBooks, Blogs, etc.
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There is a need to manage the archival of all materials, e.g., SPH is partnering with Coursera as
they provide the backend CMS/DAMS. There is a substantial difference between massive open
online classes (MOOCs) and Online Degree Programs (ODPs): MOOCs are mostly asynchronous,
auto-piloting, not-accredited, lightweight programs, open-enrollment, no prereqs. ODP are parallels
of rigorous UM residential programs that include synchronous and asynchronous components,
videos, notes, assessment tools, standard program admission applies (learners are prescreened),
steep UM tuition is assessed. ODPs tend to repurpose MOOC technologies for delivering online
instruction. ODP access to materials is extremely limited (content and authorization). Even other
ODP-participating instructors don’t have access to course materials of colleagues/different classes.
When looking for (industry/non-profit) online-education partners, we need to consider tiered royalty
for faculty, units, UM, and the outside organizations. Tuition may basically be at the in-state-level,
however there are complexities of providing inter-state/across-border accredited education services
(degrees).
It’s difficult to ensure/guarantee enrollment DEI, test-taking authentication, quality of instruction, and
long-term impact assessment may take decades). There is a short-term vs. long-term trade-offs in
online instruction. Tenure track (TT) faculty should be involved in designing, implementing,
delivering and evaluating online curricula. We need appropriate faculty training on how to teach, in
front of a camera, for small 5-10-min fragments of limited scope materials, that are then
aggregated, customized, and packages into lessons, topics, themes, and courses. The
development pipeline for ODP takes 9-12 months to design, develop and implement. It requires
substantial PM oversight.
ODP Instruction should ensure “clarity”, “comprehension”, and “practice”, somewhat different from
traditional higher-ed instruction based on abstraction and theoretical formulation with some practical
demonstrations. ODP instruction should be based on “learning objectives”, “competencies”, and
“rigorous assessments”. The Academic Innovation (AI) office was not able to provide the resources
and support for SPH ODP, AI does not understand degrees and can only help with product, but not
design, delivery or structure of MPH curriculum. Thus, SPH built an in-house production team (2instreuctional designers and 1 Production manager), designed a 3-week long training (seminarstyle) on how to design, structure, deliver and manage on Online course part of a ODP, partnered
with Coursera to develop a regional (Great Lakes) MPH program that can scale.
Coursera does enormous “student profiling”, based on all their activities, which is used for curricular
advising, but also for promotion, and may be integration (or sale to partners) with DB data from
other resources (e.g., social media). Content sharing between instructors and courses is hard
(impossible).
Distance learning is not a panacea – there are problems with MOOCS and ODP:
o Copyright, IP and open-science controversies
o Accreditation organization, SPH MPH ODP is still accredited by the Council on Education for
Public Health (CEPH)
o Providing education/certification across State/Country borders!!! This is a problem that requires
individual agreement with each State/Territory/State. Admission of students into ODP is tricky –
different from out-of-state students arriving in the State of Michigan for training/education, where
local MI laws apply.
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Should ODP students get MCards, RE: visits, stores, verification, proctoring, services, Library,
etc.?
o Practical component, preceptors, placements, tracking outcomes, etc.
o Student advising … typically for ODP (smaller programs), like MPH, there is one faculty mentor
assigned to each student, that provides mentoring and coaching as needed.
SI MADS ODP will take International students, whereas SPH MPH ODP only takes US students, to
avoid conflicts with International laws.
o

At least on the short term, each UM school/unit/discipline/institute may need to build a local team of
Online Content Development, Production, Management, and Delivery of learning modules. When it
comes to distance higher-education, it’s not clear if one-size-may-fit-all.
Dr. Qiaozhu Mei (SI Director of the fully-online MADS Program, starting Fall’19) indicated they expect
about 150 students enrolled in the fully-online MADS program, which will include prereqs Stats 250 and
pre-test is administered. Tenured SI faculty design courses, which are then run by SI faculty and
Course Instructional Aids (CIAs). Some of the assignment grading is automated (via Jupiter Notebook
assignments), some manual (e.g., visualization).
•

Office of Academic Innovation (AI)
AI declined repeated invitations to join ITC in 2018-2019, ITC was only able to identify AI activities
using information on this website (http://ai.umich.edu). It’s not clear what are the education interactions,
coordination and synergies between AI and ITS/HITS. AI should attempt to balance between (1)
support for standardized mechanisms of designing, delivering and assessing distance learning, and (2)
innovative strategies to enhance the instructional process and improve learning outcomes.
AI declared services include Personalization at Scale (facilitating large scale tech solutions that support
teaching and learning), Curricular Innovation (partnering with faculty to research and support new
modes of learning), Leadership in Learning Analytics (helping to empower students, faculty,
administrators and staff to make more informed choices to improve learning outcomes).
AI includes about 100 staff/faculty members separated in various “Teams”, e.g., Behavioral Science,
Design Management, Faculty Innovators in Residence, Innovation Advocacy, Leadership, Learning
Experience Design, Marketing, Media Design, Online & Hybrid Programs, Operations, Product
Management, Public Engagement, R&D, Research & Learning Analytics, Software Development, User
Experiences. This is a very substantial Institutional investment that should be independently evaluated
to determine the return on investment and the tangible outcomes and impact of these resources, which
appears unclear at present. AI has not materialized as a one-stop shop for all faculty- or unit-initiated
ICT-enhanced training and education.
Some units have tried working with AI, and eventually chose to design, develop, implement, and
service distance learning, online programs, and blended instruction on their own.

•

UM Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) Matrix
ITC developed a matrix summarizing commonly used ICT at UM. This matrix does not represent a
systematic or universal review, but it does include the collective ITC knowledge and experience with
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ICT infrastructure at UM. It may be used by UM decision makers to plan, form strategic priorities, and
determine forward ICT vision for the University. Recognizing that ITS/HITS already have strategic
partnerships (e.g., MS, Cisco), and units tend to use “best of a kind” in deciding services and
infrastructure. There are many competing alternatives for each kind of ICT resources, e.g., MS-Apps
(365 Cloud) vs. Google Apps/Cloud. This is healthy, expected, and useful.
There are many overlapping, complementary, new and old types of “storage Cloud services”. WIFI
example (started in 1998 – common in 2010, uniform by 2015), but UM still has 4 different WIFI
networks in place. This matrix may help programs with exposing existent services that are available for
curriculum development and research.
The wide spectrum of resources illustrates a balance between curse or blessing, variety or
incongruency, too many or too few options. It may be best to have several options for solving each
specific need. From a historical perspective, long-term usage of one unique service is unlikely. We
need to mind and monitor the life-cycles of tools/ICT/service (e.g., DropBox occasionally spotty
services).
It’s important to distinguish between commodity systems vs. cutting-edge enterprise solutions. One
system is very unlikely to last 10 yrs or more. Routine long-term ITS contracts are 3-5 yrs and ICT
change may require retraining, but be none the less inevitable. ITS to constantly review, assess, adopt,
retire, innovate the ICT services on campus. Options are important to redundancy, reliability, longevity.
See Appendix 1.
•

ITC also made a recommendation to Faculty Senate to initialize electronic faculty voting on various
faculty-governance issues using the UM-specific SimplyVoting mechanism, see Appendix 2.
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Appendix 1: UM Information and Communication Technologies
(ICT) Matrix
UM ICT
SERVICE
TYPE

SERVICE
NAME

FUNDING UNITS/COLLEGES
MODEL SCHOOLS USERS

WebConferencing

BlueJeans

Funded
by ITS
all UM
Cost
students/faculty/staff
allocated
to units

WebConferencing

Zoom

licensed
SPH
by units

WebConferencing

Skype for
Business

Communicatio
Gmail
n

paid by
users

central
funding
licensed
Communicatio
MS Exchange by HITS,
n
ITS
Communicatio
licensed
Slack
n
by units
Communicatio
central
Google Talk
n
funding
central
Lms
Canvas
funding
Canvas
licensed
Lms
Catalog
by units
Flux/Great
paid by
Hpc
Lakes
users
paid by
Hpc
Google
users
Amazon Web paid by
Hpc
Services
users
Microsoft
paid by
Hpc
Azure
users
Website
paid by
Drupal
Creation
users
Website
central
Google Sites
Creation
funding
Website
licensed
Wordpress
Creation
by units
Website
licensed
MS Sharepoint
Creation
by units

ALTERNATIVES/COMPETIT
ORS

Zoom/WebEx/Google
Hangouts

WebEx, Saba

Michigan Medicine

(Will be replaced by Microsoft
Teams)

all UM units, except
UMHS

Exchange, Outlook.com

PROS

CONS

intuitive,
portable,
toll-free &
web-based
connection,
very
functional
ane
effective
breakout
rooms
Good
integration
with
Exchange /
Outloook

archived
videos for
only 3
months
(removed
after that)

Not fully
compatible
with Mac
OS X

UMHS, some UMunits
some Umich units and
groups
some Umich units and
groups
All UMich units

WebCT, Blackboard

SPH, Nursing

Canvas

all UM units
all UM units
all UM units
all UM units
some Umich units and
groups
all UM units
some Umich units and
groups
some Umich units and
groups
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Web Cms
Data Storage
And
Collaboration
Data Storage
And
Collaboration
Data Storage
And
Collaboration
Data Storage
And
Collaboration
Audience
Response
System
Audience
Response
System
Surveys
Surveys
Surveys
Lecture
Recording
Lecture
Recording
Video Cms
Collaboration
Collaboration
Collaboration
Collaboration
Server
Virtualization
Server
Virtualization
Ticketing
System
Ticketing
System

OU Campus

licensed
SPH
by units

M-Box

central
funding

all UM units

DropBox

Free or
paid by
users

all UM units

Google Drive

central
funding

all UM units, except
UMHS

MiStorage

units pay
all UM units
per GB

accepts
payments,
issues
certificates
Google Drive

PollEverywher licensed
SPH, ??
e
by units
students
pay for
devices
central
Qualtrics
funding
Survey
licensed
Monkey
by units
central
Google Forms
funding
licensed
Panopto
by units
licensed
Echo 360
by units
central
MiVideo
funding
licensed
Asana
by units
licensed
Airtable
by units
licensed
Sharepoint
by units
central
Google Drive
funding
paid by
MiServer
users
Google, AWS, paid by
Azure
users
paid by
Footprints
units
iClicker

ServiceNow

paid by
units

most UM units
all UM units
some UM groups
all UM units
SPH, Dentistry
Nursing
all UM units
SPH-ICS, IA, ??
SPH, Taubman HS
Library
LSA, ITS, ??
all UM units
all UM units, except
UMHS
some UM units
multiple UM units
ITS, Michigan
Medicine, University
Library IT
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Appendix 2: UM-specific SimplyVoting Quote
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